Single channel gating events in tracer flux experiments I. Theory.
Tracer ion flux measurements are a commonly used method for studying ion transport through membranes of cellular systems, where the rate of ion flow is determined by gating processes which control the opening and closing of transmembrane channels. Due to recent advances in the theoretical analysis of tracer flux from or into closed membrane structures (CMS), the mechanism of gating reactions can, in principle, be derived from flux data. A physically well founded analysis is presented for the dependence of the total tracer ion content of a collection of CMS on the gating processes. For functionally uncoupled gating units a mean single channel flux contribution [equation, see text] can be defined, where k is the intrinsic single channel flux coefficient, t the time over which flux is measured, and p(tau,t) is the probability that a given channel was open for a total period tau during t. This quantity reflects the mean time course of the tracer content due to flux through a single channel. Expressions for <e(-kt)> are derived that explicitly take into account a distribution in the lifetime of open channels. On the basis of the results, kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of multiphasic gating reactions can be determined from the time course of the overall tracer content in a colleciion of CMS.